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(Left) Perspective & Isometric Room Renders

(Centre Right) Visuals: Therapy Lounge - Sensual Shower Room - Entrance Shot
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intimacy : spacial study
i. sauna room
ii. group intimacy room
iii. individual room
iv. shower room

This final university project focuses on the creation of a purposeful caring space for users to explore
their intimacy in healthy ways.
The Intimacy Centre is designed with discretion in mind, with different possible flows for users utilizing
various parts of the building. It also helps foster a healthier more acceptant sense of intimacy, by allowing
some degree of transparency through the use of strategically placed courtyards, screens and staircases.
I believe it is important to consider spaces for the healing of intimacy the same way we would spaces
for the healing of mental health in general, to be able to foster relationships built on intent and care.
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INTIMACY CENTRE
Fourth Year

(Top) Design Process Diagrams

acceptance

(Centre) Ground Floor Plan

pride

(Bottom) Long Section

privacy

healing

connection
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long section key

ground floor plan key
1. Stokes Croft Entrance
2. Reception
3. Foyer / Leisure Space
4. Lecture Hall
5. Main Stairs
6. Erotic Library

13. Security
14. Punter Reception
15. Waiting Room

7. WCs
8. Clinic Reception
9. Nurse Office
10. Technical Room
11. Treatment Rooms
12. Moon St Entrance

8. Punter Shower Room
9. Sex Shower Room
10. WCs
11. Sex Rooms

1. Stokes Croft Entrance
2. Reception
3. Treatment Room
4. Punter Reception
5. Main Stairs
6. Therapy Waiting Area
7. Therapists Lounge

16. Lecture Courtyard
17. Bridge Courtyard

12. Bridge Courtyard
13. Cantilever Gardens
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INTIMACY CENTRE
Fourth Year
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(Top) 3D Rendered Maquette of Surrounding Bristol Context

(Centre) Detailed Perspective Section of Entrance Courtyard

Women’s Voice

The Intimacy Centre is a paradoxal
space of healing for both the abuser
and the abused. Moving beyond blame
is paramount in understanding that all
beings deserve healing, regardless of role.

Womankind
intimacy centre
Stokes Croft

Such ability is demonstrated though the
use of both warm (timber, leather) and
cold (steel and concrete) materials; thick
opaque structure and ephemeral and
transluscent play of screens and mesh.
The most intimate rooms themselves
use
water,
screens,
and
vegetation
as a way to increase playfulness and
a healthy exploration of sensuality.

Bear Pit

structural section key
A

B

C

D

E

A5

1. stainless steel threaded rod
2. stainless steel guided rail
3. 40mm diameter stainless stell
ring mesh
4. 230x30mm welded steel fin
5. 50mm diameter stainless steel
guide rail pipe
6. clamping plate

B3
B1

B2

A4

1. waterproof membrane
150mm insulation
20mm ply
40-110mm furring
30mm ply
350x50mm glulam beams
2. 3mm steel gutter
3. Sunsquare Aero Glide Skylight

E1

1. 450mm top soil
500mm sub soil
filter fabric
50mm reservoir layer
waterproof membrane
aeration layer
150mm insulation
drainage layer
400mm reinforced concrete /
CLT
floor panel
150mm insulation
waterproof membrane
30mm soffit finish (screed)
1. 30mm finish (polished screed)
150mm plenum with accoustic
insulation
200mm CLT floor panel
100mm plenum
30mm soffit finish (plasterboard)

A2 A1

A3

D1

C1

A6

1. self finishing screed render
(warm
tones varying on courtyard)
50mm EML (Expanded Metal
Lath)
waterproof membrane
160mm insulation
150mm CLT wall panel
30mm internal finish

INTIMACY CENTRE
Fourth Year

(Top) Exhibition Hall and Workshop Internals

(Centre) Summer and Winter Externals

(Bottom) Long Section

Basil Spence is a group project; this year’s brief focusing on innovation of the world of technology, and
merging it with the newest residential complex being built next to the Concorde’s old airport grounds.
Our approach was to redefine innovation, and step away from “Big” by encouraging a slower pace of living.
Less consumption and more care. Humans are creative by nature, so it was not about refraining from design
and innovation, but rather harnessing our creative spirits to harmonise with our environment mainly through
smart material design choices and a larger emphasize on place-making for the community. The design respects
the vernacular of the area whilst still allowing for inspiring spaces and an ingenious use of new materials.
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BASIL SPENCE
Fourth Year

(Left & Top) Physical Models

(Centre) Truss Structure & Kit of Parts

The scheme integrates sustainable
organic materials as the basis of its
construction process and life, to show
that it is possible to innovate and
respect nature simultaneously. One
example is the mycelium blocks (lowest
left image) grown and used as a key
component of the design: both as an
insulation layer, and as a internal finish.
The workshop spaces host mycelium block
production community events, where
locals can build / grow the materials used
themselves. This material therefore helps
to promote local and circular economy,
as well as community participation.

BASIL SPENCE
Fourth Year

(Lower Right) Main Exhibition Hall Render Maquette

(Left) Detail Shots

(Right) Techincal Detailing
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BASIL SPENCE
Fourth Year
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(Top) 3rd Floor Plan as design representation

(Lower Left) Bathroom Suite Perspective

(Lower Right) Cafe View from Canal

floor plan key
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

Archives core
Lift
Communal living space
Bathrooms
One Bedroom Flats
Two Bedroom Flat
Art Studio
WCs
VI

IV

V

I

II

IV

VIII
VII

IV

V

III

This third year project is set in Venice. It’s purpose was to provide a multi-purpose building
facility that incorporates art studios, residential units and archives. The building takes
a deep ecological approach; as Venice faces an increasingly dangerous flooding issue,
the scheme allows for its heritage and local community to thrive and be safeguarded.
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VENICE
Third Year

(Centre) Structural Sectional Perspective

(Top) Structural Diagrams of Shell Partitions

The design is centered
around using the idea of
sediment layering as a way
of achieving both a strong
structural strategy, and
a poetic allusion to the
sinking. A central reinforced
concrete archive core acts as
both the main load bearing
structure and keeper of
records (archive), whereas
the secondary structure uses
catenary curves to allow
for ideal load distribution
and a more fluid / flexible
use of space. The crushed
surrounding brick is used
into the final screed,
blending the facade to the
local context.
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structural section key
4

VENICE
Third Year

1

60 mm terrazzo screed finish with
under floor heating (hydronic piping)
OR resident finish of choice
PE foil
35 mm footfall sound insulation
80 mm service void
225 mm r. c. slab

2

30 mm granolithic concrete coating
100 mm pre-cast terrace add-on
300 mm r. c. slab to fall

3

2 x 10 mm laminated glass

4

2 x 13 mm laminated glass

5

20 mm concrete finishing
50 mm insulation
(PE foil on either side if external)
on-site cast concrete,
min thickness 30 mm

6

400 mm r. c. structural core, with
integrated service shaft
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(Top Left) Competition Visual

(Top Right) LSA - O’Donnell + Tuomey

(Bottom Two) Views of Heatherwick Toronto design

Picture Plane is an architectural visualisation studio that aims to depict design and function
with artistic ease. Working with them allowed me to develop specialised skills in 3ds Max, Vray,
Photoshop, as well as composition, camera setting and lighting techniques. The focus is not only
on producing realistic, detailed imagery, but also a believable and emotional storyline through
image, tone and geometry. Working with large architectural practices such as Heatherwick,
Duggan Morris Architects, Niall Mc Laughlin, O’Donnell + Tuomey Architects, has allowed me
to develop design communication skills to be able to meet various clients’ needs and criteria.
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PICTURE PLANE
6 months Internship, London

(Top) Rendered Project Maquettes

(Lower Left) Coffer Details

(Lower Right) Room G04 Coordinated GA

During this 6 months placement
I got to work on a range on
projects and design stages,
mainly focusing on grade II
listed residences. The main
project required technical detail
drawing skills as well as general
arrangement drawings. I was
able to learn technical drawings
skills and building methodology
in order to assist the architect
in efficiently drawing structural
detailing and other plans. Other
projects include collaborative
designing,
modelling
and
rendering for marketing and
client purposes, weekly site visits.
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KIRKWOOD MCLEAN ARCHITECTS
6 months Internship, London

(Overall) Rings modelled and rendered for client

Stapylton Smith is an independant
high-end jewellery brand that is
launching their first collection.
I was asked to 3d model and
render several of their pieces and
am still currently working with
them intermittently to model
other more complex jewellery
designs, which I find interesting
and allows me to vary my skillset.
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STAPYLTON SMITH
Jewellery Modelling Contract

(Left) InVision Studio - Dashboard screens

(Left) InVision Studio - App design

Made In Blue is a startup that connects
local, fair-trade and organic small
companies to a system of affiliates,
in order to promote and sell their
products to a larger audience. I was
hired to create the visual identity for the
brand, as well as set up their website.
Their goal was to create a playful, “naïve”
brand style, that included engaging
illustrations, whilst still having a strong
sense of ecological and social values.
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MADE IN BLUE
Branding + Web Design

(Right) Logo development

(Left) InVision Studio - Dashboard screens

(Left) InVision Studio - App design

(Right) Logo development

Alakin Health is a service that allows patients
to connect with their care team at all times,
and interact with them in a more visual
and fluid way. Working for them as a web
designer for over a month allowed me to
explore branding and graphic design, as well
as understand how to structure and build UX
wireframes, screens, and app design flow.
This taught me how to be able to accurately
promote a service and experience through
visuals, language and design strcture.
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ALAKIN HEALTH
Freelance Web Design

(Centre) Collage Portraits on Canvas

My collage art series focus on portraiture, and capturing emotions through geometry
and translucency. I use a range of silk papers, which I hand dye individually with
natural ochre pigments. These are then ripped, and composed into a portrait.
I find that exploring ways to express myself creatively through art compliments my passion for geometry
and architecture by allowing me to explore a sense of light, space and colour in both 2d and 3d.
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COLLAGE SERIES
Personal Artwork

